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US Customer Due Diligence Rule May Trigger
Horizontal Reviews

 
By Daniel Bethencourt

U.S. banks may undergo a federal evaluation of their procedures for identifying bene�cial

owners against those of similarly sized institutions in a process known as a horizontal

review, sources told ACAMS moneylaundering.com.

The Treasury Department’s customer due-diligence rule, which took e�ect in May, requires

banks and other �nancial �rms to obtain the name, birthdate, address and other

identifying data of any person holding at least 25 percent of shares in a legal entity that

opens a new account, and at least one individual responsible for managing the entity’s

daily operations.

A group of midsize banks became the subject of a CDD-related horizontal review late last

year when the department’s O�ce of the Comptroller of the Currency, or OCC, began

requesting speci�c details of their procedures for complying with rule, compliance o�cers

based in the Midwest and familiar with the review told moneylaundering.com.

OCC o�cials then provided executives of each bank feedback on approaches that worked

for other institutions in the group, and also identi�ed common pitfalls.

The review, which occurred outside of the regular examination cycle and was conducted

over the course of several weeks, identi�ed more than a dozen “best practices” and four

�awed approaches pertaining to record maintenance and sta� training, a compliance



o�cer for a midsize bank that participated in the review said on condition of anonymity.

“Their overall summary was that they weren’t seeing any widespread issues or thematic

concerns,” the compliance o�cer said. The banks expect a separate horizontal review to

begin within months, this time focusing on their policies for reporting suspicious activity.

Earlier, unrelated horizontal reviews have ended with broad descriptions of common

behaviors and stopped short of speci�c directives, but, according to a second compliance

o�cer in the Midwest, bankers will still pore over them to identify areas for improvement.

The reviews come with a “minimum expectation” that the �nancial institutions concerned

take them into account and implement any best practices that address their unique risks,

the second compliance o�cer said.

An OCC spokesman did not con�rm whether other U.S. banks have undergone horizontal

reviews of their CDD protocols, and declined to answer other questions.

The regulator disclosed in September that examiners planned to conduct “horizontal risk

assessments” in the near future, but did not specify what would be covered. Findings from

those assessments will appear in semi-annual reports, the agency noted at the time.

Another U.S. regulator, the Federal Reserve, launched “horizontal examinations” of 13

large banks for safety-and-soundness purposes following the 2008 �nancial crisis.

“For larger �rms … supervisors have increased, and will continue to increase, focus on

horizontal supervisory examinations within portfolios,” the Federal Reserve reported in

November.

The decision to launch a horizontal review is often prompted by congressional scrutiny or

public pressure.



One of the most high-pro�le reviews began in October 2016, weeks after the OCC assessed

a $35 million penalty against Wells Fargo for aggressive and illegal sales tactics that

included opening new accounts and transferring funds without clients’ knowledge or

permission.

The agency sent letters to all large and regional banks requesting details of their sales

practices, ultimately found thousands of fake accounts had been opened, and ordered a

total of 250 �xes across the industry.

The OCC sometimes launches horizontal reviews when it suspects a problem unearthed

during a particular exam may be systemic across large swathes of the �nancial services

industry, according to Dan Stipano, former deputy chief counsel for the agency.

CDD-related horizontal reviews may reveal speci�c areas for regulators to target in future

exams as well as help banks re�ne their compliance programs. Individual departments

within the OCC, including a branch tasked with supervising midsize banks, can launch

them on their own authority.

But the process also comes with a potential downside.

Bankers whose CDD e�orts do not align with what the OCC believes represent the best

practices of their particular group may respond by making upgrades beyond what the rule

requires, Stipano, now an attorney with Buckley in Washington, D.C., said.

“If the OCC discovers that 90 percent of banks in the midsize population use a 10-percent

[bene�cial ownership] threshold, and you’re one of those using 25 percent, what

expectation is there going to be that you use 10 percent? How does the OCC enforce it?”


